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Answer the following questions  

a) Why did the industrial production increase in India during the 

first world war? 

b) Who were gomasthas? Why were they appointed? How did they 

treat the weavers? 

c) How did a series of invention in the 18th century increased  the 

efficiency of each step of the production process in cotton 

textile industry? 

d) What problems were faced by the Indian cotton Weavers in the 

19th century? 

e) Describe the achievement of any three early Industrialists in 

British India? 

f) Explain in three factors responsible for the decline of the cotton 

textile industry in India in the mid 19th century? 

g) Where was the first cotton mill setup in India? 

h) Where were most of the large scale industries located in 1911? 

 
 

 



i) Who worked for industrialists to get new recruits? 

j) Name any one problems faced by cotton Weavers in India? 

k) Write down any one duty of Gomasthas? 

l) Who where the Jobbers? Explain three main functions? 
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